How to clean a convertible top mustang

We put our best price on every car, so you can shop confidently and know you are getting a
great price. On warm, sunny days, you can put the top down and feel the cool breeze whip
through your hair. If the weather turns unfavorable, you can raise the cover for a warm,
comfortable ride. With regular use and exposure to climatic elements, however, the convertible
top can take a beating. To keep it in prime condition, you must carry out monthly maintenance.
Your automobile dealer will know if you have a fabric or vinyl top. Knowing which material you
have will allow you to pick the right cleaner. Cleaning your convertible top with water once a
month will prevent it from getting too unsightly. Parking your Mustang in the shade to avoid
direct sunlight, use a vacuum cleaner to dislodge and remove any accumulated dust or dirt from
the fabric or vinyl surface. Rinse it away with a water spray. Wipe with a microfiber cloth and let
the top dry. Avoid using household cleaners as they contain harsh chemicals that can damage
the convertible top. Also, avoid car wash shampoos, as they have gloss-enhancers that do not
affect fabric or vinyl tops. Instead, they get absorbed into the fabric and foster dust
accumulation. Use only the right cleaner, and let it sit for a few minutes before washing the
foam off with water. If necessary, scrub with a soft-bristled brush to get the dirt out. Pat the top
surface with a microfiber cloth to absorb excess moisture. Then let dry. Fabric and vinyl
protectants will protect the convertible top from fading, cracking, and deteriorating. Apply the
appropriate protectant only after the newly-washed top has completely dried, and, preferably,
indoors to avoid dust accumulation. Shake the protectant bottle, and spray it evenly on the top
surface. Ideally, apply three layers. Let each layer dry completely before the next one. Even if
you have a brand-new Ford Mustang , it is essential to set up a regular schedule for cleaning the
convertible top and applying the protectant. Try to do a cleanup at least once every six to eight
weeks. That will help you avoid long-term damage caused by UV radiation and environmental
exposure. Then there will be less chance of your top fading and developing cracks. It will also
not be prone to leakage. You will be able to enjoy your Ford Mustang convertible for a long time
without needing to replace the top. Image via Dealeron. Write a comment Name required. Mail
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JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. How to clean my convertible top? Thread starter
broxxman Start Date Jul 26, Hi, just picked up my GT, pretty well fully loaded. Love it Anyway, I
have never owned a convertible, just wondering how do I clean the rag top when needed?
Johnnybee Well-Known Member. I use Woolite Dark in a spray bottle and a dedicated brush for
convertible tops. You can get Raggtop as well, which is made for it. I would suggest doing the
or similar which helps keep the top clean and repelling water and dirt. No masking required
either. Do a Google search for convertible top cleaning. There are a lot of videos. But basically
the steps are; 1- Vacuum the top to remove loose dirt and dust. I use Raggtop but there are
others and some do like the Woolite dark. Use a soft bristle brush like horsehair. I use an old
shoeshine brush that I cleaned well. Protectant only needs applied every months, give or take.
Once water stops beading. I prefer fabric protectant, brushed on. Again a Google search has
tons of info. Flare65 Well-Known Member. I just did this over the weekend. I tried the Chemical
Guys convertible top cleaner and protectant. Used a soft horse hair brush to lightly work the
cleaner over the fabric and then rinsed it off completely. I let the top dry off overnight in the
garage and then I used some drop cloths to cover all the windows and paint. Then I went over
the top with a lint roller to get make sure it was completely free of any debris. Basically you
spray it on and let it dry for an hour and then spray it on again and let it dry. My car never sees
the rain and is a garage queen - only driven on nice days. I won't know how well water beads up
on it until I wash it again. I have heard good things about the protectant. Aaron Castaneda
Member. Hmm, I might try out that brand as well. I have a feeling that my ride might need the
same amount of protection. Flare65 said:. This stuff works great with a soft brush. Went to the
Costco website and they have removed the Fabric Guard, as I mentioned above. Hopefully they
will bring it back before I need more. SVertCS said:. I just had my top replaced today on my V6

Convertible. I never did anything but wash it with car wash soap. So I asked him today, is there
anything special I should clean it with, or treat it with? He said Nope, just car wash. Convertible
tops are pretreated and he said never use Convertible Top Cleaner as they are very harsh and
there is no need for them. So take that advice for what it is, right from a guy who handles them
for a living. Did not think this would be my 1st post here, but still waiting for my car to arrive to
post pics. Reddirocket27 Well-Known Member. This is what I used every six months. Protectant
- the cleaner I use when there's noticable soiling, otherwise, a light rinse of the hose.
Johnnybee said:. Is your a vinyl top? That is a different animal than the cloth tops on the S, and
requires different care. The choice one makes depends on circumstances too. I daily mine
through the salt ridden roads of a Toronto winter. The car gets very few washes during that
time. The first winter I did the treatment very late in the fall. The top remained virtually black
through the entire winter, it shed everything. Last winter, I relied on the treatment that I had
done earlier in the year. Consequently, I found I had a streamer of stain on each side from the
corners of the A pillar back along the side panels by the spring. It took a lot of gentle scrubbing
with a Woolite Dark mixture to remove, after which I did a treatment. I will do another one in the
fall, regardless of how well the spring treatment is still performing. Coosawjack Well-Known
Member. I use same soap as washing the car You must log in or register to reply here. A good
convertible top cleaner and protectant will prolong the beauty and function of your convertible
top. You can achieve proper top care in just a few easy steps. Regular cleaning of your vinyl top
is as easy as washing your car. Use a gentle car shampoo, like Pinnacle Bodywork Shampoo ,
and we recommend the RaggTopp Premium Convertible Top Brush with its feathered bristles to
free the dirt from the textured vinyl of your convertible top. Wash the top just as you would the
rest of the vehicle. Avoid shampoos that improve gloss. They are good for the paint, but
unnecessary for the top. If your vinyl top is particularly dirty, you can use a cleaner to break up
the grease and films that can plague your vinyl top. RaggTopp makes an equally effective
convertible top cleaner that not only cleans; it also inhibits the growth of mildew. Spray the top
with water and then spray with a cleaner. Use a brush to gently scrub the vinyl. Rinse
thoroughly. Skipping this step leads to the faded, cracked tops you see on the road from time to
time. It has the best UV protection of any product on the market, and it repels dirt, grease, and
oil. It will have the natural matte sheen of new vinyl. Your vinyl top will last longer if you protect
it from the start. Proper vinyl care is as simple as weekly washes with a gentle shampoo,
monthly cleanings with a vinyl top cleaner and monthly application of a vinyl top protectant.
Fabric top maintenance is essentially the same as vinyl top maintenance, except you want to
select products formulated for fabric. Convertible top cleaners are usually suitable for either
vinyl or fabric. Fabric tops are chemically treated during manufacturing to repel water and
contamination, but these chemicals diminish as time passes. Your regular washings should
reveal a gradual reduction of water repellence. If you see these signs, it's time to treat your top.
We have found in our testing RaggTopp is one of the top products on the market. Either will
restore the repellence to factory specifications and keep your fabric top looking good. Be sure
to apply protectant to a clean, dry top. Never saturate; light, even coats are always best.
Reapply monthly to maintain an optimum level of water repellency. While choosing the right
cleaner and protectant for your fabric or convertible top is most important, having the right
tools for the job is another huge factor. Using the wrong brush for the job increases your
chance of causing damage to your convertible top with small tears and rips. Luckily, several
brushes have been manufactured specifically for the job of cleaning both fabric and convertible
tops. The RaggTopp Natural Horse Hair Convertible Top Brush is packed with thousands of
genuine horse hair bristles that gently clean vinyl and fabric convertible tops. Horse hair has
been used for centuries to make brushes because of its natural softness and durability. The
windows on convertible tops often age faster than the rest of the top. Clear vinyl is notorious for
yellowing, cracking, and scratching. There is a solution, though. This is a cleaner and protectant
that prevents cracking and maintains clarity. Applying Plasti-Care from the day you buy your
convertible is a great way to keep those convertible top windows clean and clear. If you already
have damaged windows, Wolfgang Plastik Lens Glaze will remove contamination, lessen the
yellowing and minimize or eliminate scratches. Shop Autogeek:. We will meet or beat anyone's
pricing, shipping or promo! Vinyl Tops Regular cleaning of your vinyl top is as easy as washing
your car. Fabric Tops Fabric top maintenance is essentially the same as vinyl top maintenance,
except you want to select products formulated for fabric. Convertible Top Cleaning Brushes
While choosing the right cleaner and protectant for your fabric or convertible top is most
important, having the right tools for the job is another huge factor. Clear Vinyl Windows The
windows on convertible tops often age faster than the rest of the top. You'll look forward to
washing your car! Pinnacle Bodywork Shampoo has the smooth, silky feel and aroma of a There
is nothing more disheartening than discoloration! Prevent yellowing and other damage to your

convertible top Take care of cleaning, regenerating, and protecting your fabric convertible top
with this all inclusive kit! The weekend is calling! Make sure your vinyl convertible is ready for
all weather driving when you clean and Made for premium fabric convertible tops by the
premium convertible top care company. RaggTopp Premium Fabric Let's face it: we spend more
time The first and only! The RaggTopp Premium Convertible The Fabric Guard is a powerful
protectant that will keep your convertible top looking great on the road! Wolfgang Plastic
Headlight Lens Glaze 4 oz. Step 2 in the lens clarifying process! Wolfgang Plastik Lens Glaze
works like a finishing polish to restore Why protect your lens covers? The reason is clear!
Headlight lens covers are typically made of polycarbonate, a Amazing Roll Off 32 oz. Excellent
on boats, cars, and RVs! Originally developed for boaters to clean canvas sails, Amazing
Roll-Off works Get the most out of your convertible top cleaner with this brush! Is My Top
Fabric or Vinyl? As you take a look outside your living room window you notice something odd
- the crocuses are beginning to bloom. Ah, that means spring is around the corner, and spring
means road trips. This year, in addition to the usual around-the-house spring cleaning duties,
you decide to add in another chore - spend some time getting the top on the convertible looking
great. Soft top convertibles are the most common style of convertible cars. The main downsides
are insulation and security. But they do provide protection from the elements and are easy to
fold back when you want to feel the wind in your hair. Convertible soft tops come in two types:
vinyl and fabric usually canvas. Although different in appearance, they are similar when it
comes to cleaning. Cleaning your convertible top is no different than cleaning the rest of the
car. Step 1: Clean the soft top. Clean your vinyl or fabric top with water and gentle car shampoo
such as TechCare Gentle Car Shampoo. Use a brush that has extra soft scratch free bristles. A
popular brand is Mothers. Step 2: Use a convertible top spray. Both of these products break
down road grease and dirt. Step 3: Brush the top. Step 4: Rinse the top. Step 5: Apply a
protectant. Once the top is dry, use a protectant keep the UV rays from the sun from fading the
color and texture of the top. RaggTopp makes a spray that protects the look of your top. Step 1:
Check for leaks. Taking care of a fabric convertible top is essentially the same as taking care of
vinyl. However, fabric can crack over time and begin to leak. Step 1: Clean the windows. If your
car is an older model, the window might have turned a bit yellow. Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Part 2 of 3: If you have a fabric top be sure to check for leaks Step 1: Check for leaks. If your top
starts to leak, spray it with convertible top fabric guard, which is a water repellant. Part 3 of 3:
Make sure the window is clean Step 1: Clean the windows. To fix the decolorization of the
window, use a plastic care product such as Diamondite Plasti-Care, which is used to clear
plastic surfaces such as windows, and headlights. Home Articles. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more detai
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ls. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Need Help With
Your Car? Related articles. How to Install Convertible Glass Nothing Nothing beats a convertible
with the top down on a sunny day. Sometimes she replaces sunshine with rain, hail and snow.
Read more. You need to get over your anger quickly so you can begin removing the Cleaning
your car's interior and exterior could help you get a second date. Related questions Convertible
top doesn't work Hello. If these both stopped working at the same time then you may have a bad
connection. I have had the top on this vehicle end up causing some broken wiring due to
contact with the harness. I typically have When should I wash and what procedures should I
follow? Of course, it helps it stay looking great, but it also helps protect the clearcoat and paint
against damage. How do I clean the sun roof seal? This will increase the health and life of your
sun roof. Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

